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About This Game

Intrusion Protocol is a classic challenging retro 2-D platformer. Play as a computer virus tasked with infiltrating an enemy
network to retrieve mission-critical data. As you find the data you will uncover a story that reveals the secrets of your

mysterious purpose. Your only health bar is the clock, and the enemy defenses will quickly drain your precious time. Will you
be able to overcome the defenses and access the data? Or will you find yourself out of time? Be quick. Be careful.

There's a reason this is at the top of this page. We want this experience to be a tough one. Players will crash and burn countless
times until they figure out how to reach the end of each level in time. Though the game will bring players seemingly endless

death, Intrusion Protocol is designed from the ground up to give the player the drive to keep going until they reach the data. If
you think you have what it takes, show our unforgiving levels who's boss!
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Some games are difficult because they are impossible to control. Not Intrusion Protocol. The controls are designed with the
controller in mind and focus on closely connecting the player to their gaming experience. We have created a simple, tight,

responsive system to make the player feel like they are in complete control. Considering the intense difficulty, it is crucial that
the game has solid controls so the player doesn't feel like faulty mechanics were the reason for their (many) deaths.

The levels in Intrusion Protocol are certainly designed to provide a challenge. Moving enemies will quickly drain your time, and
stationary obstacles will immediately send you back to your last checkpoint. Though it will be difficult for the average gamer,

there are tricks and specific timings that will allow the true masters of the game to speedrun with blazing fast times.

Everything in Intrusion Protocol is designed to keep the player moving while not overloading the senses. The environment itself
is in constant motion. The tail is only active when moving, and allows players to savor moments when they hit that perfect arc.

These constant motion visuals immerse the player, and give them the drive to keep moving forward.

Why were you created? What is your destiny? Answers to these questions will unfold as the player completes levels. At the end
of each level the player will see dialogue between two of the creators of Intrusion Protocol. Hearing this discussion will shed

light on the program's purpose.
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Title: Intrusion Protocol
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Somber Dawn Studios
Publisher:
Somber Dawn Studios
Release Date: 20 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 or Unbuntu

Processor: 2.4GHz Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 520
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network intrusion detection protocol analysis. intrusion prevention protocols. protocol based intrusion detection. intrusion
detection/prevention protocols. protocol-based intrusion system. intrusion alert protocol. protocole intrusion en ehpad. intrusion
detection exchange protocol. protocole intrusion creche. protocole intrusion ecole. protocol intrusion detection system. intrusion
protocol. water intrusion protocol

As ever with my reviews, if you're only interested in the pros/cons, and whether or not you figure the game might be something
you enjoy, search for the ~tildes!~

Morph Girl; not a novel by K. A. Applegate, it is instead... Hmn.

The Steam Game, Morph Girl....
No, that's not quite right, either.

Morph Girl is a throwback to a lot of things - FMV games, a certain kind of shareware that left you feeling a little unnerved
even though it wasn't actually all that frightening, and the exploratory and experimental games of the late 80's and early 90's.

What it is not, despite some flourishes and obvious influences, is 'J-horror', a term that (like so many) means increasingly
different things, to increasingly large numbers of people; or in other words, very little. Those who know me know that a certain
series about a certain very angry ghost were really important to me, growing up; wonkiness and all, they remain something I
truly enjoy - and those novels and this game couldn't be further apart.

So, what is Morph Girl, then? If I had to classify it, I'd call it a kaleidoscopic game. Like magic lantern toys of old, it is a very
certain segment of a very specific point in the narrator's life.

To even discuss the plot would rob some of the best parts of Morph Girl from the audience, and so I'm only going to discuss it
in generalities.

Our narrator, Elana, is struggling with an incredible burden - the death of her wife, and the upcoming anniversary of that death.
How she reacts to it, events that unfold during the game...

Well, they aren't exactly shocking. But there is a constant, low-level of horror and unrest just around the corner which is - in
some ways! - even better than any outright scares.

I love visual novels, and one of the things I struggle with explaining to people who grew up with them as a normal genre is that
the very first few that were translated were of incredibly different genres, from porn to horror to teaching aide. And given that
most translations were questionable, at best, you never knew what might come around the corner. To this day, PC-98 style
graphics inspire a feeling of faint unease and excitement in my withered husk of a heart.

... Morph Girl really isn't a VN, though. Sure, it's built in Tyrano, but like the FMV games of the 90s, it exists in it's own sphere.
Which is good, I feel. If it were a VN, I'd have to dock it for being far too short; not in length, but in the amount of text present.

As it stands, Morph Girl uses brevity well. The terse prose combined with the - genuinely! - artful cinematic angles make that
uncertain feeling stand out well for most of the game.

But is it any good, you may ask?

... That's a more difficult question, so, as always, let's start with the cons.

So let's go over the pros and cons, starting with the cons, as is customary for me.

~Cons~

* Individual endings do not very tremendously, and while the little differences are striking, see pros... If you're expecting an
epic visual novel with multiple routes, that not really what this is.
* Some moments manage to be a little silly, even if you completely buy into the atmosphere (as I ended up doing).
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* The experience is short, though - once again, see pros.
* Not a con for me, but player input is fairly low. If you need to have every strange experimental game you play have a knife-
juggling segment, well, I wish you luck finding your ideal game; but this won't be it.
* I feel that Ren'Py might have executed some scenes/fullscreen support better, though I'm biased towards it, aha. But I did miss
being able to save more freely, even if the abruptness of the save menu was atmospheric in a way of its own...
* Some endings, especially a certain ending, can seem very abrupt. I've my theory about that one, too, but that's for the devs -
and I'll mention as much in a comment.

~Pros~

* Both the cinematography and the sound design are fantastic. Going in completely blind, I was surprised how good individual
shots were. Pay attention to the framing - you won't regret it.
* The core of the story is incredibly solid, and I'd say that for 80% of it, I was riveted, to the point that repeat playthroughs were
intensely enjoyable... Even with some engine resolutions parsing slower than others.
* As characters, the only two characters that are present are both believable and interesting. Elana's story unfolding was heart-
rending... Although I'd be really interested in seeing it from a different perspective.
* Not only are the 'hidden extras' cool, the use of FMV itself transitions well to a game. Even the way background ambience
transitions from scene to scene is really frikkin' cool and ends up making the atmosphere seem incredibly organic.
* Finally, and least import to me but still incredibly neat, the aesthetic stylings - and feeling of the whole thing being a cassette
tape - are done flawlessly. It would be easy to have phoned them in, but they remain consistently high-quality throughout.

~In closing~

Recommending things is hard. I know a lot of people won't appreciate Morph Girl, to be honest; there's a lot to struggle with,
and it's really not a traditional game... Or a traditional anything. So, I had to ask myself if I would recommend it, and I
absolutely would. Though it wouldn't work as a proper VN or perhaps even a FMV adventure game, as it's own thing, I heartily
enjoyed Morph Girl, even with the elements that didn't quite click for me.

I'd recommend it to people who are feeling listless, or like they're stuck in a rut; those who want to try something new without
breaking the bank, and don't mind something rather experimental. Those who enjoy brevity in their series, rather than multiple
seasons, fading in quality like static on a...

Ah.
Damn.

I wonder, what will be the equivalent of static, for future generations?

... Those I'd caution against a purchase would be players who are expecting a classic game, or even a classical visual novel -
those looking for a traditional tale of horror, and those who will only play it once and be done with it. You should probably play
it at least twice, even if you don't get all the endings.

Finally, I'd like to extend a gigantic thanks and tip of the reviewatorial (which is a word, I swear) hat to Malkavian; I never
would've known about this one without you. Hopefully, someday I can return the favour!

Comments for the developers below, they'll likely be a bit bland/spoilery.. Haven't played Robocraft for a while and only came
back a few days ago. The first thing I noticed was that the existence of "robopass" and "cosmetic credits" does make me feel
like a freemium player again. The extendet colorwheel and the additional cosmetic CPU aren't really worth the 44,99\u20ac I
paid for P4L back in the day. The experience-boost is only nice-ish as long as you still have a need for tech points.

Back in the day of lootboxes, this purchase was worth it, you would get so many cool things and cosmetics back then, but
nowadays... not so much! This pack isn't worth more than max 22\u20ac. Might change my review later, if freejam makes being
a premium-player more rewarding again.. Oh my GLOB! This reminds me of Whimsyshire from Diablo. Seriously- same basic
diablo mechanics, but with awesome adventure time themes. :) If youre an adventure time fan and just wanna hack n slash, this
is perfect. I own another adventure time game (dungeon on ps4), and this one wins, hands down.. THIS IS THE GREATEST
RETRIBUTION OF ALL TIME!. A very enjoyable game, I played this game when it first came out back in September 21 2004
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after all these years it still looks ok.
I recommend it.. Simple but fun 3D puzzle game, looks really good too :) Got it on a steam sale and definitely worth the $3..
mind twisting puzzle.. eazy first 4 lvl then use brain :P. Not a very good platformer, the visuals are certainly nice but The
problem is that Foxy Moves way too fast for the type of platforming required in this game, This leads to the feeling of being
cheated, if Foxy were to slowly build up speed, or have a run button than this would be forgiven but he doesn't. This honestly
stopped me from playing it. IMHO This game could easily be good if foxy didnt move so damn quick.. I don't have a Vive yet,
but plan to soon. One of the developers of the game was kind enough to let me play the game on his personal setup. It was
awesome. Controls are great and it's really easy to get immersed in the game. If you have a Vive, pick this game up!. Nice gem
for its price. Good horror experience, good story, good graphics. The monster was not that good, but it was ugly and deadly
enough to keep me running on every encounter, so it fulfilled its purpose, and that is a good thing. Probably 2 more enemies to
face would have been better. Nevertheless, I recommend this game. Ph'nglui mglw'nafh Cthulhu R'lyeh wgah'nagl fhtagn.
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Just an old not so good multiplayer FPS. Game is pretty outdated, save your money.. Best game I've ever played when I had PS2.
I won't forget the moments me and my brother laughed by this funny game.. I want to start by saying this is a great game. I was
looking for a classic, retro-style game revolving around fantasy and knights, and this just ticks all the boxes.
Unfortunately it has proven to be very buggy so far which, though expected during early access, has made it a little unplayable
for now. I have played two sessions so far, and the game has frozen very quickly during both. The first time it happened after
roughly 10 minutes or so, the second time maybe 2 minutes. Basically the game stays open, the music keeps playing etc. but all
controls suddenly stop working and there's no way to exit without restarting my laptop.
Without this bug, this would definitely be my favourite game to play right now. Hopefully, if it gets fixed soon, I can have a
proper playing session and appreciate it fully!. Score attack, twitch arena melee shooter?

Yes, please.

You have katana, gun, boots and utility sidegrades. Enemies consist of a few different sword thugs, a tank, a gunner and a cyber
ninja. As far as I can tell there's one boss you fight a few times that gets harder as you kill him.

Score wise you have a gauge that ticks with each kill and resets if you haven't killed anything in a second or two. Typical
bullethell scoring convention.

The game is a blast and it's dirt cheap. Don't buy it for the story or content, pick it up if you're someone that can replay score
attack games over and over just for the twitch and a high score.. Better than depression quest. the only good thing about the
game...
. This goes well with the game. Some will haunt you from the background, others will jump in front of you as you explore
Sarah's mindscape.. Vegito Blue and Merged Zamasu are fun to play as. The story is fantastic. Buuuuuuuuuuut looks like they're
mute in battle. Also how come they have rage trunks in the story, but not playable. How come they have a mutated merged
zamasu with unique moves in the story only BUT NOT PLAYABLE. Also how come we can't get merged zamasu's clothes on
our customs? Cmon dimps
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